University of Illinois Resource Bibliography

General History


*Illini Years: A Picture History of the University of Illinois* (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1972)


Stephens, Carl. Manuscript History of the University of Illinois (RS 26/1/21, University Archives).


*University of Illinois Past & Present, Urbana-Champaign* (Urbana: Phoenix, 1995).

**Administration- Presidents**


Grusso, Karl Max. *David Kinley, 1861-1944: The Career of the Fifth President of the University of Illinois.* Thesis (Ph.D.), University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 1980.


Ross, Betsy. *I Fly the Flag* (Champaign, IL: Stipes, 1984?).


**African American Experience**


Describes an experimental program in teacher education for black students at the University of Illinois.


Studies 502 freshman who entered the University of Illinois Special Education Opportunities Program in 1968.


Williamson, Joy Ann. “‘We Hope for Nothing; We Demand Everything’: Black Students at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 1965-1975.” *Dissertation Abstracts Index* 1999 59 (9): 3379-A. DA9904622


### Agriculture


### Architecture on Campus


Sabin, Holly Jean. *An Interpretation Plan for Historic Sites and Buildings at the University of Illinois*. Master project (MUP), University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 1992.


___________. *Altgeld Hall, the Original Library Building at the University of Illinois: Its History, Architecture and Art.* Thesis (M.A.), University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 1969.


### Athletics


Pearson, Mike. *Illini Legends, Lists & Lore: 100 Years of Big Ten Heritage.* (Champaign, IL: Sagamore, c1995).

Young, Linda. *Hail to the Orange and Blue!: 100 Years of Illinois Football Tradition.* (Champaign, IL: Sagamore, c1990).

**Communications**


**Graduate School of Library and Information Science**

Allen, Walter C. and Delzell Robert F., eds. *Ideals and Standards: The History of the University of Illinois Graduate School of Library and Information Science, 1893-1993.* (Urbana-Champaign, IL: The School, c1992.).


Walker, Thomas D. *Surveying the Library Landscape: The Inspection Visits of the University of Illinois Library School.* (Champaign, IL: GSLIS, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 1996).

**Mathematics**


**School of Music**


**Religious Groups**


**Student Life-General**


Attitudes of graduates of the class of 1976 of the UI toward their Alma Mater were studied in a wave survey of 2,306 graduates. Students developed a stronger attachment to the university and more favorable attitudes about program major with the passage of time.


Gilmore, Nancy. *The Magic of Medicare 7, 8, or 9 and All That Jazz* (Champaign: Sagamore, 1993).

Hannah, Harold W. *One Hundred Years of Action: The University of Illinois YMCA, 1873-1973* (Urbana; YMCA, 1973).

Hardy, Warren F. *That Boy of Ours* (Decatur, IL: c1926).


**Student Life- Administration**


**Student Life- Bands**

Burford, Cary C. “*We’re Loyal to You Illinois: The Story of the University of Illinois Bands Under Albert Austin Harding for 43 Years.*” (Danville, IL: Interstate, 1952).

**Student Life- Fiction**


______________.* Fraternity Row* (NY: Doran, c1926).

**Student Life- Protests and Unrest**


**Student Life- Published Memoirs**

Carr, Robert J. *Grandma Had Class* (Champaign, IL: 1983).

Fowler, Roe. *Every Day We Bathed in Champaign!* (Fresno, CA: Fig Leaf Press, 1983).

**Women**


**Veterinary Medicine**